


Units

- All physical quantities must have their units 
specified to be meaningful.


- We will always used SI units.

- We must be comfortable with conversions 

between different scales.
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General View of the Earth
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General View of the Earth
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Lithosphere & Tectonique General View of the Earth



Global Heat Flow Map
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Glomar - Challenger

Continental average:  ~65 mW/m2	

Oceanic average:       ~100 mW/m2



Continental Heat Flow Map
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C O N T IN E N TA L  H E AT  F L U X (North Amer ica)
North America



Importance of Thermal Effects

- Surface heat flow provides information about the 
amount of heat produced within the Earth’s interior.


- Material properties are a strong function of temperature

- Thus, the dynamics of a material is thus a strong 

function of temperature.

- For example, the viscosity of the mantle is highly 

temperature dependent, e.g.
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⌘ ⇠ exp (�✓T )
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Constant viscosity

Temp. dependent viscosity 	

(cold material is 10^5  times more viscous)

http://mcnamara.asu.edu/content/educational/mantle_convection_tutorial_01/index.html

http://mcnamara.asu.edu/content/educational/mantle_convection_tutorial_01/index.html


Heat Transfer
- The science which predicts how energy transfer may 

occur between materials as a result of a temperature 
difference


- Three modes of heat transfer
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1. Conduction 

2. Convection 

3. Radiation



Conduction

- Heat transfer occurs via net effect of molecular 
collisions. Molecules transmit kinetic energy through 
these collisions. 


- Essentially a diffusion process.

- Heat conduction occurs through a stationary medium 

across which there is a variation in temperature.
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4-l Heattransfer through a slab.

where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and
y is the coordinate in the direction of the temperature
variation. -fhe minus sign appears in Equation (4-1)
since heat flows in the direction of decreasing tem-
perature. With dT/dy > 0, T increases in the positive
y direction, so that heat must flow in the negative
.v direction.

Figure 4-1 is a simple example of how Fourier's law
can be used to give the heat flux through a slab of ma-
terial of thickness / across which a temperature differ-
ence AZ is maintained. In this case, the temperature
gradient is

dT A7
dvl

and the heat flux, from Fourier's law, is
kLTq: 

t  '
Fourier's law applies even when the temperature dis-
tribution is not linear, as sketched in Figure 4-2. In this
case, the local slope of the temperature profile must be
used in Fourier's law, and for constant k the heat flux is
a function of y, q : q(y). We will see that curvature in
a temperature profile implies either the occurrence of
sources or sinks of heat or time dependence.

4-5 Measuring the Earth's Surface Heat Flux
The average heat flux at the Earth's surface provides
important information on the amount of heat being
produced in the Earth and the temperature distribution
in its interior. In the 1800s it was recognized that the
temperature in caves and mines increases with depth.
Typical values for this increase are dT/dy:2O to
30 K km-r. Since the thermal conductivit ies of near-

4-5 MEASURING IHE EARTH'S SURFACE HEAT FIUX r33

4-2 Heat flux and the local slope of the temperature profile when I(y)
has nonzero curvature.

surface rocks are usually in the range 2 to 3 W m-l
K-I, the heat flow to the surface of the Earth implied
by these temperature gradients is, according to Equa-
tion (4-1), 40 to 90 mW m-2. It is standard practice to
take the upward surface heat flow to be a positive quan-
tity, even though from Equation (a-1), with _v measured
positive downward, it has a negative value.

Although temperature measurements in caves and
mines give approximate values for the near-surface
thermal gradient, accurate measurements of the ther-
mal gradient in continental areas require deep drill
holes. Deep measurements are necessary because cli-
matic variations in the Earth's surface temperature,
particularly those due to ice ages, influence the tem-
peratures in the near-surface rocks. These effects are
considered quantitatively in Section 4-14. In order to
reach the steady-state thermal structure, holes must be
drilled deeper than about 300 m.

The thermal gradient is measured by lowering a ther-
mistor (an accurate electronic thermometer) down the
drill hole. Care must be exercised to prevent the cir-
culation of drilling fluid during drilling from affecting
the measured gradient. This can be done in either of
two ways. Measurements can be made at the bottom of
the drill hole during drilling. The drilling fluid does not
have time to change the temperature at the bottom of
the hole. Alternatively, the temperature log of the hole
(the measurement of the temperature as a function of
depth) can be carried out some time after drilling has
ceased. It usually takes I to 2 years for a drill hole to
equilibrate to the ambient geothermal gradient. Drill
holes are invariably fllled with groundwater. It is the

(4-2)

(4-3)

(4-1)

q = �k
dT

dy

Fourier’s Law of Heat 
Conduction

q - heat flux (W/m2)	


k - thermal conductivity (W/m/K)	


T - temperature (K)	


y - position (m)	


dT/dy - thermal gradient (K/m)

Conduction
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4-l Heattransfer through a slab.

where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and
y is the coordinate in the direction of the temperature
variation. -fhe minus sign appears in Equation (4-1)
since heat flows in the direction of decreasing tem-
perature. With dT/dy > 0, T increases in the positive
y direction, so that heat must flow in the negative
.v direction.

Figure 4-1 is a simple example of how Fourier's law
can be used to give the heat flux through a slab of ma-
terial of thickness / across which a temperature differ-
ence AZ is maintained. In this case, the temperature
gradient is

dT A7
dvl

and the heat flux, from Fourier's law, is
kLTq: 

t  '
Fourier's law applies even when the temperature dis-
tribution is not linear, as sketched in Figure 4-2. In this
case, the local slope of the temperature profile must be
used in Fourier's law, and for constant k the heat flux is
a function of y, q : q(y). We will see that curvature in
a temperature profile implies either the occurrence of
sources or sinks of heat or time dependence.

4-5 Measuring the Earth's Surface Heat Flux
The average heat flux at the Earth's surface provides
important information on the amount of heat being
produced in the Earth and the temperature distribution
in its interior. In the 1800s it was recognized that the
temperature in caves and mines increases with depth.
Typical values for this increase are dT/dy:2O to
30 K km-r. Since the thermal conductivit ies of near-

4-5 MEASURING IHE EARTH'S SURFACE HEAT FIUX r33

4-2 Heat flux and the local slope of the temperature profile when I(y)
has nonzero curvature.

surface rocks are usually in the range 2 to 3 W m-l
K-I, the heat flow to the surface of the Earth implied
by these temperature gradients is, according to Equa-
tion (4-1), 40 to 90 mW m-2. It is standard practice to
take the upward surface heat flow to be a positive quan-
tity, even though from Equation (a-1), with _v measured
positive downward, it has a negative value.

Although temperature measurements in caves and
mines give approximate values for the near-surface
thermal gradient, accurate measurements of the ther-
mal gradient in continental areas require deep drill
holes. Deep measurements are necessary because cli-
matic variations in the Earth's surface temperature,
particularly those due to ice ages, influence the tem-
peratures in the near-surface rocks. These effects are
considered quantitatively in Section 4-14. In order to
reach the steady-state thermal structure, holes must be
drilled deeper than about 300 m.

The thermal gradient is measured by lowering a ther-
mistor (an accurate electronic thermometer) down the
drill hole. Care must be exercised to prevent the cir-
culation of drilling fluid during drilling from affecting
the measured gradient. This can be done in either of
two ways. Measurements can be made at the bottom of
the drill hole during drilling. The drilling fluid does not
have time to change the temperature at the bottom of
the hole. Alternatively, the temperature log of the hole
(the measurement of the temperature as a function of
depth) can be carried out some time after drilling has
ceased. It usually takes I to 2 years for a drill hole to
equilibrate to the ambient geothermal gradient. Drill
holes are invariably fllled with groundwater. It is the

(4-2)

(4-3)

(4-1)

q = k
�T

l

Simplified form

Conduction
Positive heat flows in the 
direction of decreasing 
temperature
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TABLE 4-l Temperatures Between Layers of
Rock Types
Depth
(m)

Temp.
fq RockType ft(Wm-t 1-t1

380

402

412

465

475

5r0

515

18.362

r8.871

r9.330

20.446

20.590

21.331

2r.5r0

Sandstone

Shale

Sandstone

Salt

Sandstone

Shale

3.2

1.7

5.3

6.1

5^4

1.9
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4-4 The Earth's Surface Heat Flow
Tens of thousands of heat flow measurements have
been made both in the continents and the oceans. Be-
cause the oceanic crust participates in the plate tectonic
cycle and the continental crust does not, we can con-
sider these regions separately.

The mean heat flow for all continents is 6-5 *
1.6mWm-2. Regions of high heat f low in the continents
are generally restricted to active volcanic areas. Exam-
ples are the lines of volcanoes associated with ocean
trenches - the Andes, for example - and regions of ten-
sional tectonics such as the western United States. The
areas of high heat flow associated with volcanic lines are
generally quite small and do not contribute significantly
to the mean heat flow. Similarly, areas of tensional tec-
tonics are quite small on a global basis. Broad regions of
continental tectonics, such as the collision zone extend-
ing from the Alps through the Himalayas, have near-
normal surface heat flows. 'Iherefore, regions of active
tectonics and mountain buildingmake arelatively small
contribution to the mean continental heat flow.

In stable continental areas, the surface heat flow has
a strong correlation with the surface concentrations
of the radioactive, heat-producing isotopes. This cor-
relation, which is discussed in detail in Section 4-8,
is illustrated in Figure 4-11. Approximately one-half
of the surface heat flow in the continents can be at-

4-4 IHE EARIH'S SURFACE HEAT FIOW I35

tributed to the heat production from the radioactive
isotopes of uranium, thorium, and potassium in the
continental crust. Surface heat flow systematically de-
creases with the age of the surtace rocks in stable con-
tinental areas. Similarly, the concentration of the ra-
dioactive isotopes in the surface rocks also decreases
with the age of the rocks. This decrease is attributed
to the progressive effects of erosion that remove the
near-surface rocks with the largest concentrations of
the heat-producing isotopes. The conclusion is that the
decrease in surface heat flow with age in stable conti-
nental areas can be primarily attributed to the decrease
in the crustal concentrations of the heat-producing
isotopes.

The mean measured heat flow for all the oceans
is 101 * 2.2 mW m-2. The concentration of the heat-
producing isotopes in the oceanic crust is about one
order of magnitude less than it is in the continental
crust. Also, the oceanic crust is about a factor of 5 thin-
ner than the continental crust. 'Iherefore, the contribu-
tion of heat production by the radioactive isotopes in
the oceanic crust to the surface heat flow is negligible
(-2o/").

The most striking feature of heat flow measurements
in the oceans is the systematic dependence of the sur-
face heat flow on the age of the seafloor. This can be
understood as a consequence of the gradual cooling of
the oceanic lithosphere as it moves away from the mid-
ocean ridge. This process is analyzed in detail in Section
4-16, where it is shown that conductive cooling of the
initially hot oceanic mantle can explain quantitatively
the observed heat flow-age relation. The dependence
of the oceanic heat flow measurements on ase is p.iven
in Figure 4-2-5.

The total heat flow from the interior of the Earth B
can be obtained by multiplying the area of the conti-
nents by the mean continental heat flow and adding the
product of the oceanic area and the mean oceanic heat
flow. The continents, including the continentalmargins,
have an area Ac:2 x 108 km2. Multiplying this by
the mean observed continental heat flow, 65 mW m-2,
we get the total heat flow from the continents to be
Q,,:1.30 x 1013 W. Similarly, taking the oceans, in-
cluding the marginal basins, to have an area Ao :3.1 x
108 kmz and a mean observed heat flow of 101 mW
m-2, we find that the total heat flow from the oceans is
Qo : 3.13 x l0r3 W Adcling the heat f low through the

Water:        0.556	

!
Diamond:    2300	

!
Quartz:       41.6	

!
Marble:        2.08-2.94	

!
Ice:              2.22 	

!
Iron:            73	

!
Aluminium:   202	

!
Copper:        401

(W/m/K)

Conductivities



Convection
- Heat transport associated with motion of the medium
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Hot fluid flows into cold 
region, resulting in heating	

!

Cold fluid flows into hot 
region, resulting in cooling

We’ll discuss this in detail  in the mantle 
convection lectures



Radiation

- Electro-magnetic radiation through a vacuum
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q = �AT 4

A - area (m2)


σ: “Stefan-Boltzmann constant” (5.669 x 10-8 W/m2 . K4)RAYONNEMENT



Conservation of Energy
- Assume zero internal motion within the material
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⇢C
p

@T

@t
= �@q

x

@x
� @q

y

@y
� @q

z

@z
+ H

t - time (s)	


xi - spatial coordinate in direction i (m)	


ρ - density   (kg/m3)	


Cp - heat capacity at constant pressure  (m2/s2/K)	


qi - heat flux in direction i  (W/m2)	


H - volumetric heat production (W/m3)



Heat Sources in the Earth
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H = Hr + Hs + Ha + HL

Hs - shear heating (viscous friction)


Ha - adiabatic heating (or cooling) due to changes in 
pressure


HL - latent heat production / consumption due to phase 
transformations of rocks (e.g. melting)


Hr - radioactive heat production due to the decay of 
radioactive elements present in rocks 

(+ accretionary processes involved in forming the Earth)



Radioactive Elements
- Radioactive heating 

attributed to uranium (U), 
thorium (Th) and 
potassium (K) isotopes.
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CRUST
Enriched.in.U,.Th.and.K

Lithospheric+mantle
(rigid+root)

Radiogenic.heat.production
in.continental.lithosphere
Qs =+ Qc ++ QLM ++Qb

Qc

QLM

Basal+heat+flux+Qb

4-5 HEAT GENERATION BY IHE DECAY OF RADIOACTIVE ETEMENTS 137
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(4-6)

TABLE 4-2 Rates of Heat Release lland Half-lives
1172 of the lmportant Radioactive lsotopes in the
Earth's Interior

H rilz Concentration C
lsotope (w kg-r) 0r) (kg kg-r)
B8U 9.46 x lo 5 4.47 x loe Jo.8 x lo s
a5U 5.69 x lo 4 7.04 x lo8 0.22 x lo e
U 9.81x105 5l .0xl0s
212Th 2.64 x l0 5 1.40 x l0r0 124 x t0-e
4oK 2.92 x lo-5 1.25 x los J6.9 x lo-e
K 3.48x10e 51.0x105

/Vofe; Heat release is based on the present mean mantle concentra-
tions of the heatproducing elements.

The rate of mean mantle heat production based on
Equation (4-8) and parameter values in Thble 4-2 is

30

H, ro12w tE1 zo

lbking Ho:7.3gx 10-12wkg-r andtheotherpara- t!1t_"0,": 
a function of time before the present in

merers as given above and in Table 4-2,wen"o',iu, :l9iT,t1 
Thepastcontributionsof theindividualra-

cou : 3.1 i to-r kg kg-r or 31 ppb 1pu.t, p". uiliion 1lt::tt:-"*ments 
are also shown' we see that the rate

by weight). These preferred values for the 
-";"";;;- 

:lTliryduction 
3 x 10e vr ago was about twice the

treconcenrrationsorhear-producingerements;; il"#il,:ff;TffJH?:l1ilX1li,'.1:lpillt_:InYgiven in TabIe 4-2.
The mean heat production rate of the mantle in the dominan^t-isotopes because of their shc'lrter half-lives'

pasr can be related to the present heat proclu",l;;;;;; ,- lT ::n*ntrations 
of the heat-producing elements

using rhe half-lives of the radioactive isotopes. Th;;;- 1T1T1": 
rocks varv considerably' Some typical values

cenrration c of a radioactive isotope at time r 
-.u."*a 

it: 9:Y ]" 
Thble 4-3' The mantle values from lable

backward from the present is related to ttr. p."r"ni"on- 1-'^il",t::t"ded 
for reference' Partial melting at ocean

centration cs and rhe hatf-life of the isotop 
" 

,r ,r vi lll.t"t^ *l"tes 
mantle rock of incompatible elements

'/L'J such as uranium, thorium, and potassium. These in-
/ t In2\ compatible elements are concentrated in the basalticL :  LO"-p\  

-  
/ '  

\4- t )  part ia l  melt  f racl ion.  As a resul t .  the oceanic crust  is

rnus, rne pasr mean mantle heat production rare is ::::i:11" 
these elements by about a factor of 4 rel-

given by 
r'---- ------ ative to the ferti le mantle. Peridotites that have been

depleted in the incompatible elements are sometimes

H:0ss2(Cy,,u'*"*o(l$) ff:l;::ffT:["";tlj]1"?XTl;"1,:'ff:fffiT;Yt/z /

+0007rc'riH,'*"*o/412\ ;i:T:::::':'''*??::';ffi'i?:"H:':ffi lnJ:l:
\.'j, / tinental crust, such as the volcanism associated with

+c;,'.l',"^o/!*\ :""?:[:ff'..TJ:*:i"::"J:ilf5::il:'#:;::f' -u -' -"'\ til I 
"ments 

in a typical continental rock such as a granite

+1 1e x ro-4cfraK. ..0(#) il#::J:TLlXir"":?"1"r:",:1lr;ffi:,:i$1":::1
\ Lln I

tative values of concentrations in granite are given in
(4-8) Table 4-3.

43210
r, Ga +Past Presenl

4-4 Mean mantle heat production rates due to the decay ofthe radioactive
isotopes of U, Th, and K as functions of time measured back from the
present

It is generally accepted that the chondritic class
of meteorites is representative of primitive mantle



Radioactive Elements
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r38 HEAT TRANSFER

TABLE 4-3 Typical Concentrations of the Heat-Producing Elements in Several
Rock Types and the Average Concentrations in Chondritic Meteorites

Rock Type
Concentration

U (ppm) Ih (ppm) K 0/o)
Reference undepleted (fertile) mantle
"Depleted" peridotites
Tholeiitic basalt
Granite
Shale
Average continental crust
Chondritic meteorites

0.05r
0.001
0.07
4.7
3.7
1.42
0.008

0.124
0.004
0.r9

20
12
5.6
0.029

0.031
0.003
0.088
4.2
2.7
1.43
0.056

material. The average concentrations of the heat-
producing elements in chondritic meteorites are listed
in Thble 4-3. The concentrations of uranium and tho-
rium are about a factor of 4 less than our mean mantle
values, and the concentration of potassium is about a
factor of 2 larger. The factor of 8 difference in the ra-
tio Cf /Cou is believed to represent a fundamental dif-
ference in elemental abundances between the Earth's
mantle and chondritic meteorites.

PROBTEM 4-5 Determine the present mean mantle
concentrations of the heat-producing elements if the
present value for the mean mantle heat production is
z.3B x 10-12 W kg-t and CflCou : 6 x 10a and C[l '7
CII : 4.

PROBTEM 4-4 Determine the rates of heat production
for the rocks listed in Table 4-3.

PROBTEM 4-5 The measured concentrations of the
heat-producing elements in a rock are Cu : 3.2 ppb,
6rrt - 11.7 ppb, and CK :2.6yo. Determine the rate
of heat generation per unit mass in the rock.

4-6 One-Dimensional Steady Heat Conduction
with Volumetric Heat Production
Heat conduction theory enables us to determine the
distribution of temperature in a region given infor-
mation about the temperatures or heat fluxes on the
boundaries of the region and the sources of heat pro-
duction in the region. In general, we can also use the
theory to determine time variations in the temperature
distribution. We first develop the theory for the simple

situation in which heat is transferred in one direction
only and there are no time variations (steady state)
in the temperature or heat flow. The basic equation
of conductive heat transfer theory is a mathematical
statement of conservation of energy; the equation can
be derived as follows.

Consider a slab of infinitesimal thickness 6y, as sket-
ched in Figure 4-5. The heat flux out of the slab
q(y + 6y) crosses the face of the slab located at y + 3y,
and the heat flux into the slab a(y) crosses the face lo-
cated at y. The net heat flow out of the slab, per unit
time and per unit area of the slab's face, is

q(v+6v)-q(v)-

Since 6y is infinitesimal, we can expand q(y + Ey) in a

4-5 Heat flow into g(y) and out of g(y + 6 y) a thin slab of thickness 6y
producing heat internally at the rate of H per unit mass.
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Partial melting at mid 
ocean ridges 
depletes mantle 
rocks of U,Th,K, 
leading to high 
concentrations in 
basalts.

Present within many 
surface rocks

Processes related to the formation 
of continental crust (e.g. volcanism) 
also differentiate incompatible 
elements, leading to high 
concentrations in granitic rocks.



Radioactive Elements
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continental crust oceanic crust
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Heat Budget for the Earth

Continental average: ~65 mW/m2	

Oceanic average:      ~100 mW/m2



Does the Budget Balance?

Question: Can we account for the heat flow observed at 
the surface?


i) considering only conductive heat transfer


ii) considering radioactive heat sources only 


iii) assuming steady state, i.e. no time dependence
���23

Oceans

Continents

59% surface area of Earth

Average heat flux = 107 mW/m2

Total Q = 32 TW  (70% of total)

41% surface area of Earth

Average heat flux = 67 mW/m2

Total Q = 14 TW  (30% of total)



Oceanic Crust
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wrr dvr/  l 'E

LI

f-9 Heat flow lhrough the top of a slab containing internal heat sources.
No heat flows through the boftom of the slab.

partial melting processes that lead to the formation of
the crust concentrate the radioactive elements.) The
only way in which this could have an effect is through
a reduction in the amount of the surface heat flow r7s
attributed to mantle heat sources. Thus we must assess
the contribution of crustal radioactivity to surface heat
flow. It is appropriate to do this for the oceanic crust be-
cause the suboceanic mantle geotherm dominates the
temperature distribution of the mantle.

To determine the contribution q, to the surface heat
flow of a layer of crust of thickness h, and heat
production per unit mass H., we proceed as indicated
in Figure 4-9. Equation (a-13) applies to this case also,
with p : p. and H : H, (subscript c refers to the crust),

4-O CONTINENTAT GEOTHERMS l4l

The oceanic crust is primarily composed of basalts. Thus
we take pc:2900 kg 

-- ' ,  
hr .  :6 km, and Hr:2.6 x

10-rr W kg-t. (the radiogenic heat production rate per
unit mass of basalts was calculated in Problem
4-4.) From Equation (4-23) the resultant contribution
to the surface heat llow is Qc :0.45 mW m-2; this is a
small fraction of the mean oceanic heat flow which is
about 100 mW m-2. The conclusion is that heat pro-
duction in the oceanic crust does not make a significant
contribution to the oceanic surface heat flow. There-
fore, an alternative explanation must be found lbr the
failure of the simple conduction profile to model the
suboceanic mantle geotherm. In later sections we show
that heat flow due to mantle convection invalidates the
conduction results.

4-8 Continental Geotherms
Whereas conductive temperature profiles fail to de-
scribe the mantle geotherm, they successfully model
the geotherm in the continental crust and Iithosphere,
where the dominant thermal processes are radiogenic
heat production and conductive heat transport to the
surface. Because of the great age of the continental
lithosphere, time-dependent effects can, in general, be
neglected.

The surface rocks in continental areas have consider-
ably larger concentrations of radioactive elements than
the rocks that make up the oceanic crust. Although the
surface rocks have a wide range of heat production, a
typical value for a granite is Ff, : 9.6 x 10-10 W kg-l
(H for granite was calculated in Problem 4-4). Thking
h, : 35 km and pc :2700kg 

- 
-t, one finds that the

heat flow from Equation (4-23) it q, - 91 mW m-2.
Since this value is considerably larger than the mean
surface heat flow in continental areas (65 mW m-2),
we conclude that the concentration of the radioactive
elements decreases with depth in the continental crust.

For reasons that we will shortly discuss in some de-
tail it is appropriate to assume that the heat produc-
tion due to the radioactive elements decreases expo-
nentially with depth,

H : Hoe-Y/h'. (4-24)

Thus l1o is the surface (y:0) radiogenic heat pro-
duction rate per unit mass, and h, is a length scale
for the decrease in H with depth. At the depth
| : hr, H is l/e of its surface value. Substitution of
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pcHc!:- f#*c1 :  Qtcr. (4-2r)

To evaluate cl, we note that q : -Qc al j/ : 0 and

ct : 4c.

The heat flux in the slab satisfies

QlQc: PcHcl. (422)

But 17 : 0 at y : lr, because we have assumed that no
heat enters the bottom of the slab (the appropriate
boundary condition if we want to determine the heat
flowing out the top of the slab due only to radioactive
isotopes contained in it). Thus we find

\" H",  P"

4, :  PcHrhc. (4-23)

⇢c = 2900 kg.m�3

hc = 6 km

Hc = 2.6⇥ 10�11 W.kg�1

qc = 0.45 mW.m�2 << 100 mW.m�2

Heat flow through the top	

Insulated at the bottom	

Internal heat source

(average oceanic crustal thickness)

(heat source from predominately basalts)

Radioactive heat sources DO NOT 
explain the observed heat flux

qc = ⇢cHchc

y
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qc = 91 mW.m�2 > 65 mW.m�2

(heat source from predominately granite)

(average continental crustal thickness)

Hc = 9.6⇥ 10�10 W.kg�1

hc = 35 km

⇢c = 2700 kg.m�3

Heat flux computed is higher than that observed 

Assume the heat source must decrease with depth

qc = ⇢cHchc
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H = H0 exp (�y/hr)

Surface

a = Hoexpl-! /h)
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4-10 Model of the continental crust with exponential radiogenic heat
source distribution.

Equation (+24) into the equation of energy conserva-
tion (4-12) yields the differential equation governing
the temperature distribution in the model of the conti-
nental crust:

The surface heat f low q0: -q(y:0) is obtained by
setting Y : 0 with the result

qo:qm* Ph,Hs (4-2e)

With an exponential depth dependence of radioactivity.
the surface heat flow is a linear functicln of the surface
radioactive heat production rate.

ln order to test the validity of the l inear heat f low-
heat production relation (4-29), determinations of the
radiogenic heat production in surface rocks have been
carried out for areas where surface heat flow measure-
ments have been made. Several regional correlations
are given in Figure rt-11. In each case a linear correla-
tion appears to fit the data quite well. The correspond-
ing length scale /e, is the slope of the best-fit straight
line and the mantle (reduced) heat flow q,,, is the verti-
cal intercept of the line. For the Sierra Nevada data
we have Qm:77 mW m-2 and hr:  10 km; for  the
eastern Llnited States data we have Qm:33 mW m-2
and h,:7.5 km; for the Norway and Sweden data,

4-l I Dependence of surface heat flow gs on the radiogenic heat produc-
tion per unit volume in surface rock p Hs in selected geological provinces:
Siena Nevada (solid squares and very long dashed line), eastern U.S. (solid
circles and intermediate dashed line), Norway and Sweden (open circles
and solid line), eastern Canadian shield (open squares and short dashed
line). In each case the data are fit with the linear relationship Equation
(4-2s).
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Beneath the near-surface layer of heat-producing ele-
ments we assume that the upward heat flow at great
depth is q^;that is, r7 -+ -Qnt &s y -+ oo. This model for
heat production in the continental crust is sketched in
Figure 4-10.

An integration of Equation (zt-2-5) yields

,17
cl : k+ - p Hsh,g-r/h' : -q - pHsh,g-rlh' .'  dv

A-26\

The constant of integration ct can be determined from
the boundary condition on the heat flux at great depth,
that is, from the mantle heat f lux to the base of the
lithosphere
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Thus the heat llux at any depth is

Q : -4m - p Hshrs-t/ n, .

(4-2s)

(427)

(4-28)
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E
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Heat flow through the top	

Basal heat flux from the mantle	

Internal heat source

H0

hr

qm

Surface radiogenic heat 
production (W/kg)

Length scale for decrease in H 
with depth (m)

Basal heat flux from the mantle 
at y = ∞  (W/m2)

Experimentally determined

q0

qm

y
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q = �qm � ⇢H0hr exp (�y/hr)

Surface

a = Hoexpl-! /h)
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4-10 Model of the continental crust with exponential radiogenic heat
source distribution.

Equation (+24) into the equation of energy conserva-
tion (4-12) yields the differential equation governing
the temperature distribution in the model of the conti-
nental crust:

The surface heat f low q0: -q(y:0) is obtained by
setting Y : 0 with the result

qo:qm* Ph,Hs (4-2e)

With an exponential depth dependence of radioactivity.
the surface heat flow is a linear functicln of the surface
radioactive heat production rate.

ln order to test the validity of the l inear heat f low-
heat production relation (4-29), determinations of the
radiogenic heat production in surface rocks have been
carried out for areas where surface heat flow measure-
ments have been made. Several regional correlations
are given in Figure rt-11. In each case a linear correla-
tion appears to fit the data quite well. The correspond-
ing length scale /e, is the slope of the best-fit straight
line and the mantle (reduced) heat flow q,,, is the verti-
cal intercept of the line. For the Sierra Nevada data
we have Qm:77 mW m-2 and hr:  10 km; for  the
eastern Llnited States data we have Qm:33 mW m-2
and h,:7.5 km; for the Norway and Sweden data,

4-l I Dependence of surface heat flow gs on the radiogenic heat produc-
tion per unit volume in surface rock p Hs in selected geological provinces:
Siena Nevada (solid squares and very long dashed line), eastern U.S. (solid
circles and intermediate dashed line), Norway and Sweden (open circles
and solid line), eastern Canadian shield (open squares and short dashed
line). In each case the data are fit with the linear relationship Equation
(4-2s).
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Beneath the near-surface layer of heat-producing ele-
ments we assume that the upward heat flow at great
depth is q^;that is, r7 -+ -Qnt &s y -+ oo. This model for
heat production in the continental crust is sketched in
Figure 4-10.

An integration of Equation (zt-2-5) yields

,17
cl : k+ - p Hsh,g-r/h' : -q - pHsh,g-rlh' .'  dv

A-26\

The constant of integration ct can be determined from
the boundary condition on the heat flux at great depth,
that is, from the mantle heat f lux to the base of the
lithosphere
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(4-2s)

(427)
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hr ⇠ 7.5 km
Typical values

qm ⇠ 17� 30 m W.m�2

36 m W.m�2 < q0 < 49 m W.m�2

⇠ 67 m W.m�2

�q(y = 0) = q0 = qm + ⇢H0hr

Sierra Nevada	

eastern US	

Norway and Sweden	

eastern Candian shield
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Assumption of steady state is incorrect

What Went Wrong?
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4-22 Schematic of the cooling oceanic lithosphere.

laboratory indicates that this temperature is about
1600 K. Thus we can think of the lithosphere as the re-
gion between the surface and a particular isotherm, as
shown in the figure. The depth to this isotherm increases
with the age of the l ithosphere; that is, the l ithosphere
thickens as it moves farther from the ridge, since it has
more time to cool. We refer to the age of the lithosphere
as the amount of time r required to reach the distance
x from the ridge (because of symmetry we consider
xposi t ive); t :x/u.

'fhe temperature t'rf the rock at the ridge crest r : 0
and beneath the plate is f i. The seawater cools the
surface to the temperature ft. 'fhus, a column of man-
tle is initially at temperature fi, and its surface is sud-
denly brought to the temperature ?i.As the column
moves away from the ridge, its surface temperature is
maintained at ft, and it gradually cools. ltris problem is
identical to the sudden cooling of a half-space, treated
in Section 4-1-5, if we neglect horizontal heat conduc-
tion compared with vertical heat conduction. This is a
good approximation as long as the lithosphere is thin.
With horizontal heat conduction neglected, heat con-
duction is vertical in columns of mantle and lithosphere,
as it is in the half-space problem. Although a thin col-
umn may not resemble a semi-infinite half-space, the

r (Myr)

4-2t vertical columns ., ;il. .ro *n*on.*llving horizontatty
away from the ridge and cooling vertically to the surface (t2 > fr > 0).

essential feature both have in common that makes the
cooling problem identical for both is the vertical heat
conduction. Figure 4-23 illustrates columns of mantle
moving laterally away from the ridge and cooling to the
surface.

To adapt the half-space sudden cooling solution to
the oceanic l ithosphere cooling situation, leI t : xlu,
and rewrite Equation (4-113) as

Tt-r :*t"(t!l*--*,) (4-r24)T -'ro
this can be further rearraneed as

Tt-r
Tt-  n

and
T - ' f i )
Tt-To

T - 'TO
T -',ro

(4-rzs)

According to Equation (4-125) the surface tempera-
ture is ft, since erf (0) : 0 and T -, Tt as the depth y -->
oo, since erf(oo) : 1. Figure 4-24 shows the isotherms
beneath the ocean surface as a function of the age of
the seafloor for fi - ?t : 1300 K, and r : 1 mm2 s-1.
The isotherms in Figure 424have the shape of parabo-
las. The thickness of the oceanic lithosohere y, can be

4-24 The solid lines are isotherms, T - Ts (K), in the oceanic lithosphere
from Equation (4-125). The data points are the thicknesses of the oceanic
lithosphere in the Pacific determined from studies of Rayleigh wave dis-
persion data (Leeds et al., 1974).
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Hot mantle rock rises.


At the ridge, the mantle rock 
is suddenly exposed to the 
cold surface temperature.


The seafloor spreads away 
from the ridge, losing heat 
to the water via conduction.


The rocks solidify as they 
cool, forming the oceanic 
lithosphere.
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4-22 Schematic of the cooling oceanic lithosphere.

laboratory indicates that this temperature is about
1600 K. Thus we can think of the lithosphere as the re-
gion between the surface and a particular isotherm, as
shown in the figure. The depth to this isotherm increases
with the age of the l ithosphere; that is, the l ithosphere
thickens as it moves farther from the ridge, since it has
more time to cool. We refer to the age of the lithosphere
as the amount of time r required to reach the distance
x from the ridge (because of symmetry we consider
xposi t ive); t :x/u.

'fhe temperature t'rf the rock at the ridge crest r : 0
and beneath the plate is f i. The seawater cools the
surface to the temperature ft. 'fhus, a column of man-
tle is initially at temperature fi, and its surface is sud-
denly brought to the temperature ?i.As the column
moves away from the ridge, its surface temperature is
maintained at ft, and it gradually cools. ltris problem is
identical to the sudden cooling of a half-space, treated
in Section 4-1-5, if we neglect horizontal heat conduc-
tion compared with vertical heat conduction. This is a
good approximation as long as the lithosphere is thin.
With horizontal heat conduction neglected, heat con-
duction is vertical in columns of mantle and lithosphere,
as it is in the half-space problem. Although a thin col-
umn may not resemble a semi-infinite half-space, the
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4-2t vertical columns ., ;il. .ro *n*on.*llving horizontatty
away from the ridge and cooling vertically to the surface (t2 > fr > 0).

essential feature both have in common that makes the
cooling problem identical for both is the vertical heat
conduction. Figure 4-23 illustrates columns of mantle
moving laterally away from the ridge and cooling to the
surface.

To adapt the half-space sudden cooling solution to
the oceanic l ithosphere cooling situation, leI t : xlu,
and rewrite Equation (4-113) as

Tt-r :*t"(t!l*--*,) (4-r24)T -'ro
this can be further rearraneed as

Tt-r
Tt-  n

and
T - ' f i )
Tt-To

T - 'TO
T -',ro

(4-rzs)

According to Equation (4-125) the surface tempera-
ture is ft, since erf (0) : 0 and T -, Tt as the depth y -->
oo, since erf(oo) : 1. Figure 4-24 shows the isotherms
beneath the ocean surface as a function of the age of
the seafloor for fi - ?t : 1300 K, and r : 1 mm2 s-1.
The isotherms in Figure 424have the shape of parabo-
las. The thickness of the oceanic lithosohere y, can be

4-24 The solid lines are isotherms, T - Ts (K), in the oceanic lithosphere
from Equation (4-125). The data points are the thicknesses of the oceanic
lithosphere in the Pacific determined from studies of Rayleigh wave dis-
persion data (Leeds et al., 1974).
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4-I5 INSIANTANEOUS HEATING OR COOTING OF A SEMI-INFINITE HALF-SPACE
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specific location on the ocean floor can be due to, for
example, the transport of water with variable tem-
perature past the site by deep ocean currents. Find
the amplitude of water temperature variations that
cause surface heat flux variations of 40 mW m-2 above
and below the mean on a time scale of 1 day. As-
sume that the thermal conductivity of sediments is
0.8 W m-1 K-1 and the sediment thermal diffusivity is
0.2 mm2 s*1 .

PROBLEM 4-50 Consider a semi-infinite half-space
(y> 0) whose surface temperature is given by Equa-
tion (4-72). At what values of rot is the surface heat
flow zero?

4-15 Instantaneous Heating or Cooling of
a Semi-lnfinite Half-Space
A number of important geological problems can be
modeled by the instantaneous heating or cooling of a
semi-infinite half-space. In the middle of the nineteenth
century Lord Kelvin used this solution to estimate the
age of the Earth. He assumed that the surface heat flow
resulted from the cooling of an initially hot Earth and
concluded that the age of the Earth was about 65 mil-
lion years. We now know that this estimate was in error
for two reasons - the presence of radioactive isotopes
in the mantle and solid-state thermal convection in the
mantle.

In many cases magma flows through preexisting
joints or cracks. When the llow commences, the wall
rock is subjected to a sudden increase in temperature.
Heat flows from the hot magma into the cold coun-
try rock, thus increasing its temperature. The temper-
ature of the wall rock as a function of time can be ob-
tained by solving the one-dimensional, time-dependent
heat conduction equation for a semi-infinite half-space,
initially at a uniform temperature, whose surface is
suddenly brought to a different temperature at time
/ = 0 and maintained at this new temperature for later
times.

This solution can also be used to determine the ther-
mal structure of the oceanic lithosphere. At the crest of
an ocean ridge, hot mantle rock is subjected to a cold
surface temperature. As the seafloorspreads awayfrom
the ridge crest, the near-surface rocks lose heat to the
cold seawater. The cooling near-surface rocks fclrm the
rigid oceanic lithosphere.

We now obtain the solution to Equation (a-68) in
a semi-infinite half-space defined by y t 0 whose sur-
face is given an instantaneous change in temperature.
Init ially att:0, the half-space has a temperature fi;
for / > 0, the surface )l : 0 is maintained at a constant
temperature ?i. As a result, heat is transferred into the
half-space if 76 t fi, and the temperature increases. If
T . 'To, the half-space cools, and its temperature de-
creases. The situation is sketched in Fisure 4-20 for the
case % > I.

The temperature distribution in the rock is the solu-
tion of Equation (4-68) subiect to the conditions

T:Tt at  / :0,  y>0
T:n at  f :0 r>0
T--rTt  aS y-+oo />0

The problem posed by Equations (4-68) and (4-92)
is a familiar one in the theory of partial differential
equations. It can be solved in a rather straightforward
way using an approach known as similarity. First, it is
convenient to introduce the dimensionless temperature
ratio 0

(4-e.3)

as a new unknown. The equation for 0 is identical with
the one for T,

ae aze
dr dy'

but the conditions on 0 are simpler

0(y,0) :  a
0(0, t) :  1
0(oo, t )  :  0.

(4-e4)
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4-20 Heating of a semi-infinite half-space by a
temperature.
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Time Dependent Conduction
- Heating (or cooling) of a semi-infinite half space (y > 0)
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specific location on the ocean floor can be due to, for
example, the transport of water with variable tem-
perature past the site by deep ocean currents. Find
the amplitude of water temperature variations that
cause surface heat flux variations of 40 mW m-2 above
and below the mean on a time scale of 1 day. As-
sume that the thermal conductivity of sediments is
0.8 W m-1 K-1 and the sediment thermal diffusivity is
0.2 mm2 s*1 .

PROBLEM 4-50 Consider a semi-infinite half-space
(y> 0) whose surface temperature is given by Equa-
tion (4-72). At what values of rot is the surface heat
flow zero?

4-15 Instantaneous Heating or Cooling of
a Semi-lnfinite Half-Space
A number of important geological problems can be
modeled by the instantaneous heating or cooling of a
semi-infinite half-space. In the middle of the nineteenth
century Lord Kelvin used this solution to estimate the
age of the Earth. He assumed that the surface heat flow
resulted from the cooling of an initially hot Earth and
concluded that the age of the Earth was about 65 mil-
lion years. We now know that this estimate was in error
for two reasons - the presence of radioactive isotopes
in the mantle and solid-state thermal convection in the
mantle.

In many cases magma flows through preexisting
joints or cracks. When the llow commences, the wall
rock is subjected to a sudden increase in temperature.
Heat flows from the hot magma into the cold coun-
try rock, thus increasing its temperature. The temper-
ature of the wall rock as a function of time can be ob-
tained by solving the one-dimensional, time-dependent
heat conduction equation for a semi-infinite half-space,
initially at a uniform temperature, whose surface is
suddenly brought to a different temperature at time
/ = 0 and maintained at this new temperature for later
times.

This solution can also be used to determine the ther-
mal structure of the oceanic lithosphere. At the crest of
an ocean ridge, hot mantle rock is subjected to a cold
surface temperature. As the seafloorspreads awayfrom
the ridge crest, the near-surface rocks lose heat to the
cold seawater. The cooling near-surface rocks fclrm the
rigid oceanic lithosphere.

We now obtain the solution to Equation (a-68) in
a semi-infinite half-space defined by y t 0 whose sur-
face is given an instantaneous change in temperature.
Init ially att:0, the half-space has a temperature fi;
for / > 0, the surface )l : 0 is maintained at a constant
temperature ?i. As a result, heat is transferred into the
half-space if 76 t fi, and the temperature increases. If
T . 'To, the half-space cools, and its temperature de-
creases. The situation is sketched in Fisure 4-20 for the
case % > I.

The temperature distribution in the rock is the solu-
tion of Equation (4-68) subiect to the conditions

T:Tt at  / :0,  y>0
T:n at  f :0 r>0
T--rTt  aS y-+oo />0

The problem posed by Equations (4-68) and (4-92)
is a familiar one in the theory of partial differential
equations. It can be solved in a rather straightforward
way using an approach known as similarity. First, it is
convenient to introduce the dimensionless temperature
ratio 0

(4-e.3)

as a new unknown. The equation for 0 is identical with
the one for T,
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but the conditions on 0 are simpler

0(y,0) :  a
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4-22 Schematic of the cooling oceanic lithosphere.

laboratory indicates that this temperature is about
1600 K. Thus we can think of the lithosphere as the re-
gion between the surface and a particular isotherm, as
shown in the figure. The depth to this isotherm increases
with the age of the l ithosphere; that is, the l ithosphere
thickens as it moves farther from the ridge, since it has
more time to cool. We refer to the age of the lithosphere
as the amount of time r required to reach the distance
x from the ridge (because of symmetry we consider
xposi t ive); t :x/u.

'fhe temperature t'rf the rock at the ridge crest r : 0
and beneath the plate is f i. The seawater cools the
surface to the temperature ft. 'fhus, a column of man-
tle is initially at temperature fi, and its surface is sud-
denly brought to the temperature ?i.As the column
moves away from the ridge, its surface temperature is
maintained at ft, and it gradually cools. ltris problem is
identical to the sudden cooling of a half-space, treated
in Section 4-1-5, if we neglect horizontal heat conduc-
tion compared with vertical heat conduction. This is a
good approximation as long as the lithosphere is thin.
With horizontal heat conduction neglected, heat con-
duction is vertical in columns of mantle and lithosphere,
as it is in the half-space problem. Although a thin col-
umn may not resemble a semi-infinite half-space, the

r (Myr)

4-2t vertical columns ., ;il. .ro *n*on.*llving horizontatty
away from the ridge and cooling vertically to the surface (t2 > fr > 0).

essential feature both have in common that makes the
cooling problem identical for both is the vertical heat
conduction. Figure 4-23 illustrates columns of mantle
moving laterally away from the ridge and cooling to the
surface.

To adapt the half-space sudden cooling solution to
the oceanic l ithosphere cooling situation, leI t : xlu,
and rewrite Equation (4-113) as

Tt-r :*t"(t!l*--*,) (4-r24)T -'ro
this can be further rearraneed as

Tt-r
Tt-  n

and
T - ' f i )
Tt-To

T - 'TO
T -',ro

(4-rzs)

According to Equation (4-125) the surface tempera-
ture is ft, since erf (0) : 0 and T -, Tt as the depth y -->
oo, since erf(oo) : 1. Figure 4-24 shows the isotherms
beneath the ocean surface as a function of the age of
the seafloor for fi - ?t : 1300 K, and r : 1 mm2 s-1.
The isotherms in Figure 424have the shape of parabo-
las. The thickness of the oceanic lithosohere y, can be

4-24 The solid lines are isotherms, T - Ts (K), in the oceanic lithosphere
from Equation (4-125). The data points are the thicknesses of the oceanic
lithosphere in the Pacific determined from studies of Rayleigh wave dis-
persion data (Leeds et al., 1974).
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4-22 Schematic of the cooling oceanic lithosphere.

laboratory indicates that this temperature is about
1600 K. Thus we can think of the lithosphere as the re-
gion between the surface and a particular isotherm, as
shown in the figure. The depth to this isotherm increases
with the age of the l ithosphere; that is, the l ithosphere
thickens as it moves farther from the ridge, since it has
more time to cool. We refer to the age of the lithosphere
as the amount of time r required to reach the distance
x from the ridge (because of symmetry we consider
xposi t ive); t :x/u.

'fhe temperature t'rf the rock at the ridge crest r : 0
and beneath the plate is f i. The seawater cools the
surface to the temperature ft. 'fhus, a column of man-
tle is initially at temperature fi, and its surface is sud-
denly brought to the temperature ?i.As the column
moves away from the ridge, its surface temperature is
maintained at ft, and it gradually cools. ltris problem is
identical to the sudden cooling of a half-space, treated
in Section 4-1-5, if we neglect horizontal heat conduc-
tion compared with vertical heat conduction. This is a
good approximation as long as the lithosphere is thin.
With horizontal heat conduction neglected, heat con-
duction is vertical in columns of mantle and lithosphere,
as it is in the half-space problem. Although a thin col-
umn may not resemble a semi-infinite half-space, the

r (Myr)

4-2t vertical columns ., ;il. .ro *n*on.*llving horizontatty
away from the ridge and cooling vertically to the surface (t2 > fr > 0).

essential feature both have in common that makes the
cooling problem identical for both is the vertical heat
conduction. Figure 4-23 illustrates columns of mantle
moving laterally away from the ridge and cooling to the
surface.

To adapt the half-space sudden cooling solution to
the oceanic l ithosphere cooling situation, leI t : xlu,
and rewrite Equation (4-113) as

Tt-r :*t"(t!l*--*,) (4-r24)T -'ro
this can be further rearraneed as

Tt-r
Tt-  n

and
T - ' f i )
Tt-To

T - 'TO
T -',ro

(4-rzs)

According to Equation (4-125) the surface tempera-
ture is ft, since erf (0) : 0 and T -, Tt as the depth y -->
oo, since erf(oo) : 1. Figure 4-24 shows the isotherms
beneath the ocean surface as a function of the age of
the seafloor for fi - ?t : 1300 K, and r : 1 mm2 s-1.
The isotherms in Figure 424have the shape of parabo-
las. The thickness of the oceanic lithosohere y, can be

4-24 The solid lines are isotherms, T - Ts (K), in the oceanic lithosphere
from Equation (4-125). The data points are the thicknesses of the oceanic
lithosphere in the Pacific determined from studies of Rayleigh wave dis-
persion data (Leeds et al., 1974).
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(4-r02)

(4-103)

(4-104)

rward:

(4-10s)

It follows

(4-106)

(4-ro7)

r and the
:ond con-
I have

(4-108)

m:

(4-10e)

The function defined by the integral in Equation
(4-110) occurs so often in solutions of physical prob-
lems that it is given a special name, the eruor .function
e4h)

TABLE 4-5 The Error Function and the
Complementary Error Function

ert rt ertc r7
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.r0
0.r5
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.0
I. l
1.2
l. l
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
5.0

0
0.022565
0.0451I I
0.067622
0.090078
0.r 12463
0.r67996
0.222703
0.276326
0.328627
0.579382
0.428592
0.475482
0.520500
0.555323
0.605855
0.642029
0.677801
0.71r r56
0.742101
0.20658
0.795908
0.820891
0.842701
0.880205
0.9r05r4
0.914008
0.952285
0.966105
0.976348
0.983790
0.989091
0.992790
0.995322
0.998r37
0.9993r I
0.999764
0.999925
0.999978

r.0
0sn$s
0.954889
0.932378
0.909922
0.887537
0.832004
0.7n297
0.725674
0.671373
0.620618
0.571508
0.524518
0.479500
0.$66n
0.395r44
0.357971
0.322199
0.2888,14
0.257899
0.229332
0.203092
0.179r09
0.157299
0.1 19795
0.089686
0.065992
0.0477t5
0.033895
0.023652
0.0r5210
0.010909
0.007210
0.004678
0.00r863
0.000689
0.000236
0.000075
0.000022

erf(a):  +[ '
t/n Jo

e-' ' '  dq' (4-111)

(4-1 13)

(4-rr4)

(4-11s)

Thus we can rewrite 6 as

e :1 -  er f (4)  :  e1Jc4 (4-112)

where erfc(4) is the complementary err<tr.functktn.Yal-
ues of the error function and the complementary error
function are listed in Table zt-5.'the functions are also
shown in Figure 4-21.

The solution for the temperature as a function of
time / and distance y is Equation @-ll2).It can be
written in terms of the orisinal variables as

T-n v
,r-rr-errc.- : '

At y : 0, the complementary error function is 1 and
T: ' lo.  As y --+ oo or /  :0,  er fc is 0 and T: I .  The
general solution for I or (T - T) I Qo - 7i ) is shown as
erfc 4 in Figure 4-21.

The near-surface region in which there is a significant
temperature change is referred to as a thermal bound-
ary layer. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer
requires an arbitrary definition, since the temperature
T approaches the initial rock temperature 7l asymptot-
ically. We define the thickness of the boundary layer y7
as the distance to where 0 :0.1. This distance changes
with time as the half-space heats up or cools off. The
condition I : 0.1 defines a unique value of the similar-
ity variable 47, however. From Equation (4-112) and
Table (4-5) we obtain

4r:erfc- I0.1:1.16

and from Equation (4-96) we get

yr :2nrJrct  :2.32JKt.

The thickness of the thermal boundary layer is 2.32
times the characteristic thermal diffusion distance ,./77.

PROBTEM 4-51 Derive an expression for the thickness
of the thermal boundary layer if we define it to be the
distance to where I : 0.01.

PROBTEM 4-52 If the surface temperature is increased
10 K, how long is it before the temperature increases
2 K at a depth of 1 m (rc : 1 mm2 s-1)?

The heat flux at the surface jr : 0 is given by differ-
entiating Equation (4-113) according to Fourier's law(4-110)

r56 HEAT IRANSFER

(4-rr7)

Except for the factor n-t/z the heat flux into the rock
is k times the temperature difference ( 7i, - I ) divided
by the thermal dif l 'usion length 1fi.

In the mid-1800s William Thompson, later Lord
Kelvin, used the theory for the conductive cooling of a
semi-infinite half-space to estimate the age of the Earth.
He hypothesized that the Earth was formed at a uni-
form high temperature fi and that its surface was sub-
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4-21 The error function and the complementary error function.

and evaluating the result at y :0 such that

'  /a7\q:-k l  ^  |
\d/ /v=0

A/ v \: -k(To-I)^ ler fc_l' dY \ 2Jrct / ,:o
d/  v \:  k(To -  I  ) ; ler f  "  - ,  

Id,v\  I \ /KI / r :1y

k(To - 71) ,l ,
, (er f  

n) , t :o

k(To-Tr) /  2 - , , , \  k(To-Tt)
--r : r  

- -ZJxt \ ../n / ,,-o Jtrct
(4-116)

The surface heat flux q is infinite at 1 :0 because of
the sudden application of the temperature 7b at r : 0.
However, q decreases with time, and the total heat into
the semi-infinite half-space up to any time, O, is finite; it
is given by the integral of Equation (4-116) from r : 0
to/

f  t  2k(7" -_7t){
O: J, q dt' : -1vo

sequently maintained at the low temperature 4. He
assumed that a thin near-surface boundary layer de-
veloped as the Earth cooled. Since the boundary layer
would be thin compared with the radius of the Earth, he
reasoned that the one-dimensional model developed
above could be applied. From Equation (4-116) he con-
cluded that the age of the Earth /0 was given by

Qt - n)'z
fn:- ."  nrc(3Tl3v) '1y

(4-1 18)

where (3 Qdy)s is the present near-surface thermalgra-
dient.  With @TlAy)o:  25 K km-' ,  I  -  f0 :2000 K,
ard r :1mm2 s-1,  the age of  the Earth f rom Equa-
tion (4-118) is /e - 65 mill ion years. It was not unti l
radioactivity was discovered about 1900 that this esti-
mate was seriously questioned.

PROBTEM 4-51 One way of determining the effects
of erosion on subsurface temperatures is to consider
the instantaneous removal of a thickness 1 of ground.
Prior to the removal T : To * By, where yis the depth,
p is the geothermal gradient, and tr is the surface
temperature. After removal, the new surface is main-
tained at temperature ft. Show that the subsurface
temperature after the removal of the surface layer is
given by

r :n+f ly+pt"r f (  ^L\ .\2Jrt  /
How is the surface heat flow affected by the removal
of surface material?

PROBTEM 4-54 Determine the effect of a glacial epoch
on the surface geothermal gradient as follows. At the
start of the glacial epoch t : -r, the subsurface tem-
perature is 4, + By. The surf'ace is y:0, and y in-
creases downward. During the period of glaciation
the surface temperature drops to ?b - A ?b. At the end
of the glacial period, t :0, the surf'ace temperature
again rises to ftr. Find the subsurface temperature
T(y, t) and the surface heat flow for t > -z. If the last
glaciation began at 13,000 year BP and ended 8000
year BP and A?b:20 K (r :1 mmz s-1 ,  k:3.3 W
m-1 K-]), determine the effect on the present surface
heat flow.
HINT: Use the idea of superposition to combine the
elementary solutions to the heat condttction equation
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4-22 Schematic of the cooling oceanic lithosphere.

laboratory indicates that this temperature is about
1600 K. Thus we can think of the lithosphere as the re-
gion between the surface and a particular isotherm, as
shown in the figure. The depth to this isotherm increases
with the age of the lithosphere; that is, the lithosphere
thickens as it moves farther from the ridge, since it has
more time to cool. We refer to the age of the lithosphere
as the amount of time t required to reach the distance
x from the ridge (because of symmetry we consider
x posi t ive); t  :  x lu.

The temperature of the rock at the ridge crest x : 0
and beneath the plate is 7r. The seawater cools the
surface to the temperature 7b. Thus, a column of man-
tle is init ially at temperature fi, and its surface is sud-
clenly brought to the temperature 76. As the column
moves away from the ridge, its surface temperature is
maintained at ?i, and it gradually cools. this problem is
identical to the sudden cooling of a half-space, treated
in Section 4-15, if we neglect horizontal heat conduc-
tion compared with vertical heat conduction. This is a
good approximation as long as the lithosphere is thin'
With horizontal heat conduction neglected, heat con-
cluction is vertical in columns of mantle and lithosphere,
as it is in the half-space problem. Although a thin col-
umn may not resemble a semi-infinite half-space' the

r (Mvr)

4-2r vertical columns 
" 

;il- ,ro *n**.rel'wing horizontaltv
awayfrom the ridge and coolingverticallyto the surface (t2 > lr > 0)'

essential feature both have in common that makes the
cooling problem identical for both is the vertical heat
conduction. Figure 4-23 illustrates columns of mantle
moving laterally away from the ridge and cooling to the
surface.

To adapt the half-space sudden cooling solution to
the oceanic lithosphere cooling situation, 1s1 7 - -rf u,
and rewrite Equation (4-113) as

a.,--
-?-- T=Tt

Tt-T ^/  y \
r, - ?b : errc\TuciTn )

This can be further rearranged as

Tt-T 1
T-n

and

F+:$(h)

4-24 The solid lines are isotherms,T - Ts (K), in the oceanic lithosphere
from Equation (4-125). The data points are the thicknesses of the oceanic
lithosphere in the Pacific determined from studies of Rayleigh wave dis-
persion data (Leeds et al., 1974).
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According to Equation (+125) the surface tempera-
tureis ?t,sinceerf (0) : 0and T --> Tr asthedepth,y -->
oo, since erf(oo) : 1. Figure 4-24 shows the isotherms
beneath the ocean surface as a functicln of the age of
the seafloor for I - ?i : 1300 K' and r : 1 mm2 s-l'
The isotherms in Figure 4-24have the shape of parabo-
las. The thickness t>f the oceanic lithosphere yL can be

1 000

Temperature profile as function of spreading velocity, t = x/u

oceanic lithosphere in the Pacific
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(4-108)
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The function defined by the integral in Equation
(4-110) occurs so often in solutions of physical prob-
lems that it is given a special name, the eruor .function
e4h)

TABLE 4-5 The Error Function and the
Complementary Error Function

ert rt ertc r7
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.r0
0.r5
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.0
I. l
1.2
l. l
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
5.0

0
0.022565
0.0451I I
0.067622
0.090078
0.r 12463
0.r67996
0.222703
0.276326
0.328627
0.579382
0.428592
0.475482
0.520500
0.555323
0.605855
0.642029
0.677801
0.71r r56
0.742101
0.20658
0.795908
0.820891
0.842701
0.880205
0.9r05r4
0.914008
0.952285
0.966105
0.976348
0.983790
0.989091
0.992790
0.995322
0.998r37
0.9993r I
0.999764
0.999925
0.999978

r.0
0sn$s
0.954889
0.932378
0.909922
0.887537
0.832004
0.7n297
0.725674
0.671373
0.620618
0.571508
0.524518
0.479500
0.$66n
0.395r44
0.357971
0.322199
0.2888,14
0.257899
0.229332
0.203092
0.179r09
0.157299
0.1 19795
0.089686
0.065992
0.0477t5
0.033895
0.023652
0.0r5210
0.010909
0.007210
0.004678
0.00r863
0.000689
0.000236
0.000075
0.000022

erf(a):  +[ '
t/n Jo

e-' ' '  dq' (4-111)

(4-1 13)

(4-rr4)

(4-11s)

Thus we can rewrite 6 as

e :1 -  er f (4)  :  e1Jc4 (4-112)

where erfc(4) is the complementary err<tr.functktn.Yal-
ues of the error function and the complementary error
function are listed in Table zt-5.'the functions are also
shown in Figure 4-21.

The solution for the temperature as a function of
time / and distance y is Equation @-ll2).It can be
written in terms of the orisinal variables as

T-n v
,r-rr-errc.- : '

At y : 0, the complementary error function is 1 and
T: ' lo.  As y --+ oo or /  :0,  er fc is 0 and T: I .  The
general solution for I or (T - T) I Qo - 7i ) is shown as
erfc 4 in Figure 4-21.

The near-surface region in which there is a significant
temperature change is referred to as a thermal bound-
ary layer. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer
requires an arbitrary definition, since the temperature
T approaches the initial rock temperature 7l asymptot-
ically. We define the thickness of the boundary layer y7
as the distance to where 0 :0.1. This distance changes
with time as the half-space heats up or cools off. The
condition I : 0.1 defines a unique value of the similar-
ity variable 47, however. From Equation (4-112) and
Table (4-5) we obtain

4r:erfc- I0.1:1.16

and from Equation (4-96) we get

yr :2nrJrct  :2.32JKt.

The thickness of the thermal boundary layer is 2.32
times the characteristic thermal diffusion distance ,./77.

PROBTEM 4-51 Derive an expression for the thickness
of the thermal boundary layer if we define it to be the
distance to where I : 0.01.

PROBTEM 4-52 If the surface temperature is increased
10 K, how long is it before the temperature increases
2 K at a depth of 1 m (rc : 1 mm2 s-1)?

The heat flux at the surface jr : 0 is given by differ-
entiating Equation (4-113) according to Fourier's law(4-110)

r56 HEAT IRANSFER

(4-rr7)

Except for the factor n-t/z the heat flux into the rock
is k times the temperature difference ( 7i, - I ) divided
by the thermal dif l 'usion length 1fi.

In the mid-1800s William Thompson, later Lord
Kelvin, used the theory for the conductive cooling of a
semi-infinite half-space to estimate the age of the Earth.
He hypothesized that the Earth was formed at a uni-
form high temperature fi and that its surface was sub-
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and evaluating the result at y :0 such that

'  /a7\q:-k l  ^  |
\d/ /v=0

A/ v \: -k(To-I)^ ler fc_l' dY \ 2Jrct / ,:o
d/  v \:  k(To -  I  ) ; ler f  "  - ,  

Id,v\  I \ /KI / r :1y

k(To - 71) ,l ,
, (er f  

n) , t :o

k(To-Tr) /  2 - , , , \  k(To-Tt)
--r : r  

- -ZJxt \ ../n / ,,-o Jtrct
(4-116)

The surface heat flux q is infinite at 1 :0 because of
the sudden application of the temperature 7b at r : 0.
However, q decreases with time, and the total heat into
the semi-infinite half-space up to any time, O, is finite; it
is given by the integral of Equation (4-116) from r : 0
to/

f  t  2k(7" -_7t){
O: J, q dt' : -1vo

sequently maintained at the low temperature 4. He
assumed that a thin near-surface boundary layer de-
veloped as the Earth cooled. Since the boundary layer
would be thin compared with the radius of the Earth, he
reasoned that the one-dimensional model developed
above could be applied. From Equation (4-116) he con-
cluded that the age of the Earth /0 was given by

Qt - n)'z
fn:- ."  nrc(3Tl3v) '1y

(4-1 18)

where (3 Qdy)s is the present near-surface thermalgra-
dient.  With @TlAy)o:  25 K km-' ,  I  -  f0 :2000 K,
ard r :1mm2 s-1,  the age of  the Earth f rom Equa-
tion (4-118) is /e - 65 mill ion years. It was not unti l
radioactivity was discovered about 1900 that this esti-
mate was seriously questioned.

PROBTEM 4-51 One way of determining the effects
of erosion on subsurface temperatures is to consider
the instantaneous removal of a thickness 1 of ground.
Prior to the removal T : To * By, where yis the depth,
p is the geothermal gradient, and tr is the surface
temperature. After removal, the new surface is main-
tained at temperature ft. Show that the subsurface
temperature after the removal of the surface layer is
given by

r :n+f ly+pt"r f (  ^L\ .\2Jrt  /
How is the surface heat flow affected by the removal
of surface material?

PROBTEM 4-54 Determine the effect of a glacial epoch
on the surface geothermal gradient as follows. At the
start of the glacial epoch t : -r, the subsurface tem-
perature is 4, + By. The surf'ace is y:0, and y in-
creases downward. During the period of glaciation
the surface temperature drops to ?b - A ?b. At the end
of the glacial period, t :0, the surf'ace temperature
again rises to ftr. Find the subsurface temperature
T(y, t) and the surface heat flow for t > -z. If the last
glaciation began at 13,000 year BP and ended 8000
year BP and A?b:20 K (r :1 mmz s-1 ,  k:3.3 W
m-1 K-]), determine the effect on the present surface
heat flow.
HINT: Use the idea of superposition to combine the
elementary solutions to the heat condttction equation
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Except for the factor n-t/z the heat flux into the rock
is k times the temperature difference ( 7i, - I ) divided
by the thermal dif l 'usion length 1fi.

In the mid-1800s William Thompson, later Lord
Kelvin, used the theory for the conductive cooling of a
semi-infinite half-space to estimate the age of the Earth.
He hypothesized that the Earth was formed at a uni-
form high temperature fi and that its surface was sub-
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and evaluating the result at y :0 such that

'  /a7\q:-k l  ^  |
\d/ /v=0

A/ v \: -k(To-I)^ ler fc_l' dY \ 2Jrct / ,:o
d/  v \:  k(To -  I  ) ; ler f  "  - ,  

Id,v\  I \ /KI / r :1y

k(To - 71) ,l ,
, (er f  

n) , t :o

k(To-Tr) /  2 - , , , \  k(To-Tt)
--r : r  

- -ZJxt \ ../n / ,,-o Jtrct
(4-116)

The surface heat flux q is infinite at 1 :0 because of
the sudden application of the temperature 7b at r : 0.
However, q decreases with time, and the total heat into
the semi-infinite half-space up to any time, O, is finite; it
is given by the integral of Equation (4-116) from r : 0
to/

f  t  2k(7" -_7t){
O: J, q dt' : -1vo

sequently maintained at the low temperature 4. He
assumed that a thin near-surface boundary layer de-
veloped as the Earth cooled. Since the boundary layer
would be thin compared with the radius of the Earth, he
reasoned that the one-dimensional model developed
above could be applied. From Equation (4-116) he con-
cluded that the age of the Earth /0 was given by

Qt - n)'z
fn:- ."  nrc(3Tl3v) '1y

(4-1 18)

where (3 Qdy)s is the present near-surface thermalgra-
dient.  With @TlAy)o:  25 K km-' ,  I  -  f0 :2000 K,
ard r :1mm2 s-1,  the age of  the Earth f rom Equa-
tion (4-118) is /e - 65 mill ion years. It was not unti l
radioactivity was discovered about 1900 that this esti-
mate was seriously questioned.

PROBTEM 4-51 One way of determining the effects
of erosion on subsurface temperatures is to consider
the instantaneous removal of a thickness 1 of ground.
Prior to the removal T : To * By, where yis the depth,
p is the geothermal gradient, and tr is the surface
temperature. After removal, the new surface is main-
tained at temperature ft. Show that the subsurface
temperature after the removal of the surface layer is
given by

r :n+f ly+pt"r f (  ^L\ .\2Jrt  /
How is the surface heat flow affected by the removal
of surface material?

PROBTEM 4-54 Determine the effect of a glacial epoch
on the surface geothermal gradient as follows. At the
start of the glacial epoch t : -r, the subsurface tem-
perature is 4, + By. The surf'ace is y:0, and y in-
creases downward. During the period of glaciation
the surface temperature drops to ?b - A ?b. At the end
of the glacial period, t :0, the surf'ace temperature
again rises to ftr. Find the subsurface temperature
T(y, t) and the surface heat flow for t > -z. If the last
glaciation began at 13,000 year BP and ended 8000
year BP and A?b:20 K (r :1 mmz s-1 ,  k:3.3 W
m-1 K-]), determine the effect on the present surface
heat flow.
HINT: Use the idea of superposition to combine the
elementary solutions to the heat condttction equation
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Oceanic Lithosphere
- Average age of the subducted lithosphere is ~120 Myr.

- Compute the average surface heat flux over this time 

period using the half space cooling solution yields
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4.16 COOIING OF THE OCEANIC TIIHOSPHERE r59

--*r={
I

g horizontally
tt ' t0) .

makes the
rtical heat
of mantle
,ling to the

olution to
: t  t  :  x/u,

(4-r24)

=lu/

(4_12s)

j tempera-
lepth y --->
isotherms
he age of
mm2 s- l .
rf parabo-
,YL can be

c lithosphere
,f the oceanic
gh wave dis-

obtained directly from
t with x /u:

Equation (4-11.5) by replacing 250

- HSCM
-------- PM 95
----  PM 125

o
o

{:::<::' -o- o....99. opo... -9 -..

y r : 2.32(rc t)t /2 : (4-126)

With r : 1 mm2 s- I the thickness of the lithosphere at
an age of 80 Myr is 116 km. It should be emphasized
that the thickness given in Equation (4-126) is arbi-
t rary inthat i tcorrespondsto (T -  n) / ( f t  -  76):0.9.
Also included in Figure 4-24 are thicknesses of the
oceanic lithosphere in the Pacific obtained from studies
of Rayleigh wave dispcrsion.

The surface heat flux r/s as a function of age and dis-
tance from the ridge crest is given by Equation
(4-rt6\

kTt - 'rd '  r / :
Qo:-  ,  ,  :k(Tt-?b)(-1-)  @-w\

\/7r Kl  \1T KX /

This is the surface heat flow predicted by the half-space
cooling model.

Many measurements of the surface heat flow in the
oceans have been carried out and there is considerable
scatter in the results. A major cause of this scatter is hy-
drothermal circulations through the oceanic crust. The
heat loss due to these circulations causes observed heat
flows to be systematically low. Lister et al. (1990) con-
sidered only measurements in thick sedimentary cover
that blocked hydrothermal circulations. Their values
ofsurface heat flow are given in Figure 4-25 as a func-
tion of the age of the seafloor. The results, for the half-
space cooling model from Equation (4-127) are com-
pared with the observations taking k:3.3 W m-r K-l
and the other parameter values as above. Quite good
agreement is found at younger ages but the data ap-
pear to lie above the theoretical prediction for older
ages. This discrepancy will be discussed in detail in later
sections.

The cumulative area of the ocean floor A as a func-
tion of age, that is, the area of the seafloor with ages less
than a specified value, is given in Figure 4-26. The mean
age of the seafloor is 60.4 Myr. Also included in Fig-
ure 4-26 is the cumulative area versus age for a model
seafloor that has been produced at a rate dA/dt:
0.0815 m2 s-l and subducted at an age z of 120.8 Myr
(dashed line). This is the average rate ofseafloor aocre-
tion over this time. It should be noted that the present

200
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t, Myr

4-25 Heat flow as a function of the age of the ocean floor. The data points
are from sediment covered regions of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
(Lister et al., 1990). Comparisons are made with the half-space cooling
model (HSCM) from Equation (4-127) and the plate model from Equation
(4-133) with f Lo =95 km (PM 95) and with n s : 125 km (PM 125).

rate of seafloor accretion is about 0.090 m2 s-t: verv
close to the long-term average value.

For a constant rate of seafloor production and for
subduction at an age r, the mean oceanic heat flow 46
is

,  ,  t /2
n2(\!)

N 150
E
=
E
; 100

I  f '  1 [ '
4o:-  I  qsdt:-  1t  Jo r  Jo

k(rt -'to) ,. 2k(T1 - ro)
;/trrct Jnrct

(4_128)

Taking t :1208 Myr and the other parameters as
above, we find that the mean oceanic heat flow is 4o :
78.-5 mW m-2. This is in reasonable agreement with
the mean value of oceanic heat flow measurements
(101 mW m-2) given in Section zS-4. This agreemenr
is somewhat fortuitous since the data are not evenly
distributed with respect to the age of the seafloor; ocea-
nic heat flow data are also biased toward areas of the
seafloor that are well covered by sediments. Neverthe-
Iess, we can conclude that a substantial fraction of the
heat lost from the interior of the Earth is directly at-
tributable to the cooling of the oceanic lithosphere. An
oceanic geotherm corresponding to the mean age of

⌧ = 120 Myr

k = 3.3 W/m/K

 = 1 mm2/s

T1 � T0 = 1300 K

q̄0 = 79 mW.m�2

⇠ 101 mW.m�2



Summary
- Even highly simplified, 1D representations of the Earth 

enable first order estimates to be made of relative 
importance of radiogenic heat sources.


- In considering the global heat budget for the Earth, the 
simplified 1D analysis indicates;
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1. In continents, most heat is lost to the surface via 
steady state conduction through the crust.


2. In the oceans, most of the cooling occurs in the 
lithosphere.


